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MT412 Chassis Load cell Installation 
 

The MT412 Chassis load cell is an advanced electronic measuring device. Weight is sensed by MT412 Chassis 

load cells that are mounted between the body and the truck or trailer frame. These rugged load cells are strong 

enough to provide years of reliable service, yet are sensitive enough to detect a change in weight of just a few 

kilograms. 

Upon completion of the MT412 installation, you will need to install a weight indicator and calibrate the weighing 

system (calibration is an electronic adjustment of the weighing system to compensate for minute installation  

variations). Corner  correction or balancing may be required at calibration. Corner correction is performed by 

adjusting the potentiometers in the MJB Junction Box, refer to MJB Manual for adjustment procedure. This 

means taking into account any slight differences in the load distribution per corner, or load cell, and making 

adjustments for this. Complete instructions for these procedures should be found in the operator’s manual 

included with your indicator. 

Overview 

MT412 Chassis load cells are ideal for industrial weighing applications and suitable for measuring either gross 

vehicle weight or the weight of cargo being loaded or delivered. The basic weighing system consists of load 

supporting transducers (MT412 load cells), a weighing indicator that  display the weight in convenient units (kg or 

lb) and electrical cabling connecting the load cells and indicator (see Figure 1). 

 

  

Fig. 1:         MT412 on-board weighing system wiring 

A system may consist of 4 / 6 / 8 /10 MT412 load cells , depending on the geometry of the chassis. 

This application note is primarily concerned with installation of the load cells and cables. Please refer to the 

appropriate owner’s manual for the proper installation and use of the indicator. 

Optimum truck weighing performance is obtained when the load cells are installed between the load- carrying 

superstructure (box, tank, flatbed, etc.) and the vehicle chassis and carrying the entire weight of the 

superstructure and payload. No weight supporting structure other than the load cells, such as braces or gussets, 

should attach the superstructure  to  the chassis, as this will result in an alternate load path which will degrade 

the accuracy of the weighing system. 

Typical applications include: dump bodies (tippers), tankers, flat beds and van type superstructures mounted on 

either truck chassis or trailers. 

1.1 Types of Installations 

Truck installations generally support the super- structure and payload with load  cells  mounted directly to the 

truck frame (see Figure 2). 
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Fig 2 – MT412 load cell installation 

1.2 Mounting types 

Two basic mounting styles are used for installing frame mounted on-board weighing systems:  the  in- line mount 

(fig3) and the outboard mount (fig4). 

 

Fig 3 In-line Mounted MT412 load cell 

An in-line mounted load cell is simply installed between the flanges of the upper and lower frame members and 

aligned with those frame members. 
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Fig4 Outboard mounted load cell 

An outboard mounted load cell is installed alongside the frame members using brackets located outboard of the 

frame members. Considerations such as available space, tyre clearance and restrictions for overall vehicle height 

will generally determine which mounting style will  be used. The following table illustrates the features of each 

mounting style: 

In-line mounting Outboard mounting 

Used when outboard clearances with tyres or 
suspension are limited 

Requires space for load cell installation outboard of 
chassis 

Requires only one mounting 
bracket per load cell 

Requires an upper and 

lower mounting bracket per load cell 

Mounting holes for the load cell must be added to 
the frame structure 

Mounting holes for the load cell are located in the 
mounting brackets 

The most common method for load cell mounting is to position the load cell so that the mounting blocks are 

underneath the load cell.  However, installation can sometimes be simplified by  inverting  the  load cell and 

installing with the mounting blocks above the load cell, especially when combined with the outboard mounting 

style. 
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1.3 Accuracy and Performance 

Two factors that can affect the accuracy and performance of the weighing system are: 

1.3.1. Maximum weight supported by the load cells. The load  cell’s  rated  capacity indicates  the maximum 

load for each load cell . Possible effects of shock loading should always be taken into account,  especially  when 

the vehicle is travelling on rough road surfaces. 

1.3.2 Cantilevered loading of load cells. Locate load cells within 1 m (3 ft) of the end of the superstructure, if 

possible, to avoid overhanging loads. This not only provides for a stronger structure, but can avoid potential 

accuracy problems. 

2 Preparation of Super Structure 

Load cell mounting brackets are generally attached to the superstructure by means of welding. In order to provide 

for the mounting of load cells and mounting brackets,  some modification to the superstructure  may  be  required. 

The modifications may be as simple as providing a flat surface for bracket welding  or  may  be  as extensive as 

providing a recess in the underframe for the mounting of the load cells. 

Modification to the superstructure will  vary according to the specific type of installation to be performed; whether 

it is for a trailer suspension subframe assembly or for truck frame  mounted systems supporting entire payload 

carrying superstructures. Outboard mounted load cells may only need space to weld or bolt load cell mounting 

brackets, while an in-line mounted load cell system will need holes drilled in the underframe of the superstructure 

for the load cell mounting bolts. 

When making modifications to a structure, care must be taken to ensure for both strength and rigidity (stiffness) 

of the finished installation. Every structure will deform (bend, twist or sag) a  certain  amount when carrying a 

load. The installer must ensure that the modified structure is strong enough to prevent not only  permanent  

deformation,  but  also  to  limit  the amount of non-permanent (elastic) bending so that upper structural elements 

will not contact lower elements and create an alternate load path around the load cells. Excessive frame bending 

can be prevented by either adding a “glove” to the frame or by adding additional load cells in that area for more 

support. 

3 Frame Preparation 

Load cell  mounting  bracket  installation  methods differ depending upon whether the supporting structure is a 

truck chassis or a trailer suspension subframe. Truck frames are manufactured from heat treated high strength 

steel, requiring load cell mounting angles or brackets to be bolted to these frames. Trailer subframes, however, 

are not heat treated and mounting brackets can be welded to these frames. 

CAUTION:  Review  truck  or  trailer manufacturer’s recommendations before welding to or drilling in 

frame. 

3.1 Bolting Requirements: 

The structural requirements for the load cell mounting brackets are affected by the actual weight being supported 

by the load cells and by dynamic service  factors  caused  by  road  conditions.  Bolted load-carrying brackets are 

susceptible to slippage if the proper number of bolts are not used or if the bolts are not tightened to the 

recommended torque. 

4.1 Mounting Block Welding- CAUTION:  

Take precautions to ensure that the vehicle electrical system is not damaged by the welding.  

TO PREVENT ELECTRICAL CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE LOAD CELL, ATTACH GROUND STRAP 

DIRECTLY TO THE STRUCTURE ON THE SAME SIDE OF THE LOAD CELL ON WHICH WELDING IS 

BEING DONE. WHEN POSSIBLE, THE USE OF DUMMIES IS PREFERED. DO NOT CONNECT LOAD CELL 

TO INDICATOR DURING WELDING. 
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